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Abstract
This work presents analytical Green’s functions for the steady state response of a homogeneous three-dimensional free solid
layer formation (slab) subjected to a spatially sinusoidal harmonic line load, polarized along the horizontal, vertical and z directions.
The equations presented here are not only themselves very interesting but are also useful for formulating three-dimensional elastody-
namic problems in a slab-type formation, using integral transform methods and/or boundary elements. The final expressions are
validated by comparing them with the results obtained by using the Boundary Element Method solution, for which both free surfaces
of the slab are discretized with boundary elements.  2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In an earlier work, the authors provided the Green’s
functions for computing the wavefield produced by a
harmonic point load buried in a half-space [1]. These
functions, relating the stresses or displacements at some
location in the half-space domain, caused by a dynamic
source placed elsewhere in the medium, were proven to
be both very useful themselves and also of great interest
to techniques requiring the full discretization of the half-
space surface, such as the Boundary Element Method
(BEM).
The present paper expands this earlier work. It
presents the Green’s functions for calculating the wave-
field produced in a homogeneous three-dimensional free
solid layer formation (slab), subjected to a spatially
sinusoidal harmonic line load, polarized along the hori-
zontal, vertical and z directions, as in Fig. 1(b). The tech-
nique starts out knowing the solid displacement poten-
tials employed to evaluate the Green’s functions for a
harmonic (steady state) line load with a sinusoidally
varying amplitude in the third dimension, in an
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unbounded medium [2]. All displacement potentials are
written as a superposition of plane waves following the
approach used first by Lamb [3] for the two-dimensional
case, and then by Bouchon [4] and Kim et al. [5] to
compute the three space dimension field by means of a
discrete wave number representation. The Green’s func-
tions for the slab formation are then derived, ascribing
null stresses to both surfaces of the slab. This procedure
involves writing the final Green’s functions as the sum
of the Green’s function for a full-space with surface
terms, produced by the slab’s two free surfaces, using a
technique similar to that described by Kawase [6]. The
Green’s functions presented here for a spatially sinus-
oidal harmonic line (steady state) load in a free layer
solid formation, are often referred to in the literature as
the 2.5D problem. The equations are not only intrinsi-
cally very important, they are also very useful for for-
mulating 3D elastodynamic problems, such as those
involving the discretization of both free surfaces, via a
Boundary Element Method.
This paper has three parts. First, there is a brief
description showing how the Green’s functions for a
sinusoidal line load, applied in an unbounded solid for-
mation along the x, y and z directions, can be calculated
as a continuous superposition of plane waves. Then, the
Green’s functions for a free solid layer formation are
established, using the required boundary conditions at
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the problem: (a) Full-space; (b) Slab.
both surfaces. Finally, the full set of expressions is com-
pared with those provided by the BEM, for which a full
discretization of both free layer surfaces is required.
2. Green’s functions in an unbounded medium
An unbounded, homogeneous space is perturbed by a
spatially varying line load of the form p(x0,y0,t)=d(x
x0)d(yy0)ei(wt−kzz) applied at (x0,y0), acting in one of the
three coordinate directions. In this equation, d(xx0)
and d(yy0) are Dirac-delta functions, w is the frequency
of the load and kz is the wavenumber in z (see Fig. 1(a)).
The solution for this load can be obtained by applying
a spatial Fourier transform in the z direction to the
Helmholtz equations for a point load (see, e.g., [7]). The
z transformed equations are then
∂2Aˆ p∂x2 ∂2Aˆ p∂y2 k 2aAˆ p−iH(2)0 (−ikzr)4ra2 (1)
∂2Aˆ s∂x2∂2Aˆ s∂y2k 2bAˆ s−iH(2)0 (−ikzr)4rb2
where ka=√k 2p−k 2z with (Im(ka)0) and kp=w/a,
kb=√k 2s−k 2z with (Im(kb)0) and ks=w/b, a=√(l+2m)/r
and b=√m/r are the velocities for P (pressure) waves and
S (shear) waves, respectively, l and m are the Lame´ con-
stants, r is the mass density, Aˆ p(x,y,kz,w) and
Aˆ s(x,y,kz,w) are the Fourier transforms of the two poten-
tials Ap(x,y,z,w) and As(x,y,z,w) for the irrotational and
equivoluminal parts of the displacement vector, H(2)n ( )
are Hankel functions of the second kind and nth order,
r=√(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2 and i=√−1. From equilibrium con-
ditions it is possible to obtain Aˆ p and Aˆ s,
Aˆ p
i
4rw2[H
(2)
0 (kar)H(2)0 (ikzr)] (2)
Aˆ s
i
4rw2[H
(2)
0 (kbr)H(2)0 (ikzr)]
The displacements Gij in direction i, due to a load
applied in direction j, can then be obtained from the
relation
Gij
∂2(Aˆ p−Aˆ s)
∂xi∂xj
dij∇¯ 2Aˆ s (3)
in which dij is the Kronecker delta, xj=x,y,z for j=1, 2,
3, and (∂/∂z)=ikz. We may observe that
Aˆ pAˆ s
1
4irw2[H
(2)
0 (kbr)H(2)0 (kar)] (4)
∇¯ 2Aˆ s
1
4irb2H
(2)
0 (kbr)
Tadeu and Kausel [2] gives a full set of Green’s func-
tions, expressions for the strains and stresses, which fully
agree with the solution for moving loads given earlier
by Pedersen et al. [8] and Papageorgiou et al. [9].
In order to obtain the Green’s functions that apply to
the slab formation, the above equations must be
expressed as a continuous superposition of homogeneous
and inhomogeneous plane waves when the load acts in
the direction x, y and z.
3. Green’s functions in a free solid layer formation
3.1. Load acting in the direction of the x-axis
The displacement potentials generated by a spatially
sinusoidal harmonic line load along the z direction,
applied at the point (x0,y0) in the x direction, are given
by the expressions,
fx
1
4prw2 


k
v
e−iv|y−y0|e−ik(x−x0)dk
yxx0 (5)
yxy
i(−ikz)
4prw2 


e−ig|y−y0|g e−ik(x−x0)dk
yxz
−sgn(y−y0)
4prw2 


(e−ig|y−y0|)e−ik(x−x0)dk
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where v=√k 2p−k 2z−k 2 with (Im ag(v)0), g=√k 2s−k 2z−k 2
with (Im(g)0), and the integration relates to the hori-
zontal wave number, k, along the x direction.
These integrals can be obtained as a discrete sum-
mation, assuming the existence of an infinite number of
such sources distributed along the x direction, at equal
intervals Lx. The above compressional and rotational
potentials can then be written as
fxEa n
n
kn
vn
EbEd
yxx0 (6)
yxyEakz n
n
EcgnEd
yxzsgn(yy0)Ea n
m
(Ec)Ed
where
Ea
1
2rw2Lx
Ebe−ivn|y−y0|
Ece−ign|y−y0|
Ede−ikn(x−x0).
vnk 2p−k 2z−k 2n with (Im(vn)0)
gnk 2s−k 2z−k 2n with (Im(gn)0)
kn
2p
Lx
n
which can be approximated by a finite sum of terms (N).
The Green’s functions for an unbounded medium can
therefore be expressed in terms of the compressional and
rotational potentials, fx, yxx, yxy and yxz, from which the
following three components of displacement can be cal-
culated,
Gfullxx Ea nN
nN
−ik 2n
vn
Ebignik 2zgn EcEd
Gfullyx Ea nN
nN
[i sgn(yy0)knEbi sgn(yy0)knEc]Ed
Gfullzx Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
Eb
ikzkn
gn
EcEd (7)
The Green’s functions for a free solid layer formation
(slab), with thickness h, can be expressed as the sum of
the source terms equal to those in the full-space and the
surface terms needed to satisfy the boundary conditions
at the two free stress surfaces (null normal and tangential
stresses). Both interfaces (top and bottom) generate sur-
face terms which can be expressed in a form similar to
that of the source term,
3.2. Solid medium (top free surface)
fxFtop0 Ea n
n
kn
vn
Eb0AxnEd
yxFtopx0 0 (8)
yxFtopy0 Eakz n
n
Ec0gn BxnEd
yxFtopz0 Ea n
n
(Ec0Cxn)Ed
3.3. Solid medium (bottom free surface)
fxFbottom0 Ea n
n
kn
vn
Ebb0DxnEd
yxFbottomx0 0 (9)
yxFbottomy0 Eakz n
n
Ebc0gn ExnEd
yxFbottomz0 Ea n
n
(Ebc0Fxn)Ed
where, Eb0=e−ivny, Ec0=e−igny, Ebb0=e−ivn|y−h|, Ebc0=e−ign|y−h|,
Axn, Bxn, Cxn, Dxn, Exn and Fxn are as yet unknown coefficients
to be defined by imposing the appropriate boundary con-
ditions, so that the field produced simultaneously by the
source and the surface terms guarantees ssyx=0, ssyz=0
and ssyy=0 at y=0 and at y=h.
The imposition of the sixth stated boundary conditions
for each value of n leads to a system of six equations
in the six unknown constants. The derivation of the total
system of equations is quite straightforward, but the
details are rather unwieldy, and for this reason the final
system of equations alone is presented here
[axij i1,6; j1,6][cxi i1,6][bxi i1,6] (10)
but the full derivation is described in Appendix B.
Once this system of equations has been solved, the
amplitude of the surface potentials has been fully
defined, and thus the displacements relative to the slab
can be obtained. The final expressions for the Green’s
functions are then obtained from the sum of the source
terms and the surface terms originated in the two free
surfaces, which leads to the following expressions,
Gslabxx Gfullxx Ea nN
nN
Axn−ik 2n
vn
Eb0ignCxn
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
ik 2z
gn
BxnEc0EdEa nN
nN
Dxn−ik 2n
vn
Ebb0ignFxn

ik 2z
gn
ExnEbc0Ed
Gslabyx Gfullyx Ea nN
nN
(iknAxnEb0iknCxnEc0)Ed (11)
Ea nN
nN
(iknDxnE0b0iknFxnEbc0)Ed
Gslabzx Gfullzx Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
AxnEb0
ikzkn
gn
BxnEc0Ed
Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
DxnEbb0
ikzkn
gn
ExnEbc0Ed
The expressions for the Green’s function for two-and-
a-half dimensional full space Gfullxx , Gfullyx and Gfullzx can be
defined in explicit form, as listed in Appendix A [2].
The Green’s functions for loads applied along the y and
z directions can be computed following a similar pro-
cedure. The derivation of these solutions is then
presented, but in condensed form.
3.4. Load acting in the direction of the y-axis
The discrete form of the displacement potentials, for
a spatially sinusoidal harmonic line load along the z
direction, applied at the point (x0,y0) in the y direction,
is now given by the expressions,
fyEa nN
nN
[sgn(yy0)Eb]Ed
yyxEakz nN
nN
−Ecgn Ed (12)
yyy0
yyzEa nN
nN
kngnEcEd
The Green’s functions for a two-and-a-half dimensional
full space are thus,
Gfullxy Gfullyx Ea nN
nN
[i sgn(yy0)knEb
i sgn(yy0)knEc]Ed (13)
Gfullyy Ea nN
nN
ivnEbiv2zngn EcEd
Gfullzy Ea nN
nN
[i sgn(yy0)kzEbi sgn(yy0)kzEc]Ed
The surface terms generated at the two free slab surfaces
can be expressed in the form
3.5. Solid medium (top free surface)
fyFtop0 Ea nN
nN
(Eb0Ayn)Ed
yyFtopx0 Eakz nN
nN
−Ec0gn CynEd (14)
yyFtopy0 0
yyFtopz0 Ea nN
nN
kngnEc0BynEd
3.6. Solid medium (bottom free surface)
fyFbottom0 Ea nN
nN
(Ebb0Dyn)Ed
yyFbottomx0 Eakz nN
nN
−Ebc0gn FynEd (15)
yyFbottomy0 0
yyFbottomz0 Ea nN
nN
kngnEbc0EynEd
The imposition of the sixth stated boundary conditions
for each value of n leads to a system of six equations
in the six unknown constants,
[ayij i1,6; j1,6][cyi i1,6][byi i1,6] (16)
which is fully described in Appendix C.
Once the amplitude of each potential has been calcu-
lated, the Green’s functions for the displacements are
then given by the sum of the source terms and the sur-
face terms originated at the two free slab surfaces,
Gslabxy Gfullxy Ea nN
nN
(iAynknEb0iBynknEc0)Ed
Ea nN
nN
(iDynknEbb0iEynknEbc0)Ed
Gslabyy Gfullyy Ea nN
nN
ivnAynEb0−ik 2ngn Byn−ik
2
z
gn
CynEc0Ed
Ea nN
nN
ivnDynEbb0−ik 2ngn Eyn−ik
2
z
gn
FynEbc0Ed (17)
Gslabzy Gfullzy Ea nN
nN
(iAynkzEb0
iCynkzEc0)EdEa nN
nN
(iDynkzEbb0
iFynkzEbc0)Ed
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3.7. Load acting in the direction of the z-axis
Similarly, the discrete form of the displacement poten-
tials, resulting from a spatially sinusoidal harmonic line
load along the z direction, applied at the point (x0,y0) in
the z direction, is given by the expressions,
fzEakz nN
nN
Eb
vn
Ed
yzxEa nN
nN
(sgn(yy0)Ec)Ed (18)
yzyEa nN
nN
−kngn EcEd
yzz0
The Green’s functions for the two-and-a-half dimen-
sional full space are then,
Gfullxz Gfullzx Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
Eb
ikzkn
gn
EcEd Gfullyz
Gfullzy Ea nN
nN
[i sgn(yy0)kzEbi sgn(y (19)
y0)kzEc]Ed Gfullzz Ea nN
nN
−ik 2z
vn
Eb−ik 2ngn
ignEcEd
The surface terms generated at the two free slab surfaces
can be expressed in the form
3.8. Solid medium (top interface)
fzFtop0 Eakz nN
nN
Eb0
vn
AznEd
yzFtopx0 Ea nN
nN
(Ec0Bzn)Ed (20)
yzFtopy0 Ea nN
nN
−kngn Ec0CznEd
yzFtopz0 0
3.9. Solid medium (bottom interface)
fzFbottom0 Eakz nN
nN
Ebb0
vn
DznEd
yzFbottomx0 Ea nN
nN
(Ebc0Ezn)Ed (21)
yzFbottomy0 Ea nN
nN
−kngn Ebc0FznEd
yzFbottomz0 0
The imposition of the sixth stated boundary conditions
for each value of n leads to a system of six equations
in the six unknown constants,
[azij i1,6; j1,6][czi i1,6][bzi i1,6] (22)
and this is fully described in Appendix D.
Once the unknown amplitude of each potential has
been calculated, the Green’s functions are expressed by
the sum of the source terms and the surface terms orig-
inated on both free slab surfaces, leading to the follow-
ing expressions,
Gslabxz Gfullxz Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
AznEb0
ikzkn
gn
CznEc0Ed
Ea nN
nN
−ikzkn
vn
DznEbb0
ikzkn
gn
FznEbc0Ed
Gslabyz Gfullyz Ea nN
nN
(ikzAznEb0iBznkzEc0)Ed (23)
Ea nN
nN
(ikzDznEbb0iEznkzEbc0)Ed
Gslabzz Gfullzz Ea nN
nN
−ik 2z
vn
AznEb0−ik 2ngn CznignBznEc0Ed
Ea nN
nN
−ik 2z
vn
DznEbb0−ik 2ngn FznignEznEbc0Ed
Notice that, if kz=0 is used, the system of equations
derived above is reduced to four unknowns, leading to
the two-dimensional Green’s function for plane strain
line-loads.
4. Validation of the solution
The analytical expressions described above were used
to calculate the three displacement fields generated by a
spatially harmonic varying line load in the z direction
in a slab 10.0 m thick. The results provided were then
compared with those arrived at by using the BEM. The
BEM code uses a direct formulation in the frequency
domain and applies the Green’s functions for a full
space. The discretization of both slab surfaces is thus
required.
An unlimited discretization of the free surface can be
avoided by using complex frequencies with a small
imaginary part, of the form wc=wih [with
h=0.7(2p/T)] [10,11]. Boundary elements make a sig-
nificant contribution to the response for a certain value
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Fig. 2. Definition of the boundary elements.
of damping, but are otherwise unnecessary. These
elements are distributed along the surface up to a spatial
distance (Ldist) from the center, given by Ldist=aT.
The scheme adopted here for determining the place-
ment and size of the boundary elements uses a geometri-
cal construction, by which an auxiliary circular arc is
divided into equal segments according to a previously
defined ratio between the wavelength of the dilatational
waves and the length of boundary elements. The bound-
ary elements are then defined on the two free surfaces
by the vertical projection of these segments. The radius
of the required circular arc (R) is greater than (2Ldist)/2
and is placed at a tangent to the topographic surface at
its boundary discretization end, thus making excessively
small boundary elements unnecessary. In this work R is
assumed to be [(2Ldist)/2]/cos10° (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 3. Spatially sinusoidal harmonic line load along the z direction in a slab, applied in the x direction: (a) Geometry of the problem; (b) Gsurfxx
solutions; (c) Gsurfyx solutions; (d) Gsurfzx solutions.
A harmonic point source was applied to the slab
medium (a=4208 m/s, b=2656 m/s with r=2140 kg/m3),
at the source point (x=1.0 m, y=2.0 m), acting along the
directions x, y and z independently. Calculations are per-
formed in the frequency range [2.50, 320.0 Hz] with a
frequency increment of 2.5 Hz. The scattered displace-
ment field Gsurfij (surface terms), (the displacement in the
i direction due to a load acting along j), is calculated at
a receiver point placed at x=3.0 m and y=5.0 m. The
imaginary part of the frequency has been set to
h=0.7(2p/T) with T=0.0466 s.
The results are calculated for a single value of
kz (kz=0.4 rad/m), to prove that the analytical expressions
are correct. The real and imaginary parts of the displace-
ments are shown in Figs. 3–5, the analytical responses
are represented by the solid lines, while the marked
points correspond to the BEM solution. The square and
round marks indicate the real and imaginary part of the
responses, respectively. The BEM solution required the
use of a very large number of boundary elements,
defined by the ratio between the wavelength of the inci-
dent waves and the length of the boundary elements,
which was kept to a minimum of 80.
It is obvious that these two solutions are in very close
agreement, and equally good results were obtained from
tests in which loads and receivers were situated at differ-
ent points.
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Fig. 4. Spatially sinusoidal harmonic line load along the z direction in a slab, applied in the y direction: (a) Geometry of the problem; (b) Gsurfxy
solutions; (c) Gsurfyy solutions; (d) Gsurfzy solutions.
Fig. 5. Spatially sinusoidal harmonic line load along the z direction in a slab, applied in the z direction: (a) Geometry of the problem; (b) Gsurfxz
solutions; (c) Gsurfyz solutions; (d) Gsurfzz solutions.
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5. Conclusions
Having successfully obtained a wholly analytical sol-
ution for the steady state response of a spatially sinus-
oidal, harmonic line load in a homogeneous three-dimen-
sional slab, we compared the final expressions with the
numerical results calculated with the BEM, in order to
validate them. The solutions were found to be in very
close agreement when the free surfaces were both discre-
tized with a large number of boundary elements.
Appendix A. The Green’s function for a two-and-
a-half dimensional full-space
Gfullxx 
i
4rw2k 2sH0b1rB1x−x0r 2B2 (A1)
Gfullyy 
i
4rw2k 2sH0b1rB1y−y0r 2B2 (A2)
Gfullzz 
i
4rw2[k
2
sH0bk 2zB0] (A3)
Gfullxy Gfullyx 
i
4rw2x−x0r y−y0r B2 (A4)
Gfullxz Gfullzx 
−kz
4rw2x−x0r B1 (A5)
Gfullyz Gfullzy 
−kz
4rw2y−y0r B1 (A6)
with
r(x−x0)2+(y−y0)2
HnaH(2)n (kar)
HnbH(2)n (kbr)
Bnk nbHnbk naHna
Appendix B. Definition of (axij i=1,6; j=1,6), (cxi
i=1,6) and (bxi i=1,6)
axij i=1,6; j=1,6
ax11=−2k 2n ax12=−k 2z ax13=k 2n−g2n
ax14=−a
x
11Ebh ax15=−ax12Ech ax16=−ax13Ech
ax21=−2 ax22=1 ax23=1
ax24=−a
x
21Ebh ax25=−ax22Ech ax26=−ax23Ech
ax31=
−k 2z
vn
−
2v2zn
vn
ax32=0 ax33=2gn
an34=a
x
31Ebh ax35=0 ax36=ax33Ech
ax41=a
x
11Ebh ax42=ax12Ech ax43=ax13Ech
ax44=−a
x
11 a45=−a
x
12 a
x
46=−a
x
13
ax51=a
x
21Ebh ax52=ax22Ech ax53=ax23Ech
ax54=−a
x
21 a
x
55=−a
x
22 a
x
56=−a
x
23
ax61=a
x
31Ebh ax62=0 ax63=ax33Ech
ax64=a
x
31 a
x
65=0 ax66=ax33
(B1)
cx1 i=1,6
cx1Axn cx2Bxn cx3Cxn (B2)
cx4Dxn cx5Exn cx6Fxn
bxi i=1,6
bx1=−2k 2nEb1+(−k 2s+2k 2n)Ec1 bx2=−2Eb1+2Ec1
bx3=k 2s
vn
+
2v2zn
vn
Eb1−2gnEc1 bx4=2k 2nEbh1−(−k 2s+2k 2n)Ech1
bx5=2Ebh1−2Ech1 bx6=k 2s
vn
+
2v2zn
vn
Ebh1−2gnEch1
(B3)
with Eb1=e−ivny0, Ec1=e−igny0, vzn=√−k 2z−k 2n, Ebh=e−ivnh,
Ech=e−ignh, Ebh1=e−ivn|h−y0| and Ech1=e−ign|h−y0|.
Appendix C. Definition of (ayij i=1,6; j =1,6), (cyi
i=1,6) and (byi i=1,6)
ayij i=1,6; j=1,6
ay11=−2vn ay12=
−k 2n
gn
+gn ay13=
−k 2z
gn
ay14=a
y
11Ebh ay15=ay12Ech ay16=ay13Ech
ay21=−2vn ay22=
−k 2n
gn
ay23=
−k 2z
gn
+gn
ay24=a
y
21Ebh ay25=ay22Ech ay26=ay23Ech
ay31=−k 2s−2v2zn ay32=−2k 2n ay33=−2k 2z
ay34=−a
y
31Ebh ay35=−ay32Ech ay36=−ay33Ech
ay41=a
y
11Ebh ay42=ay12Ech ay43=ay13Ech
ay44=a
y
11 a
y
45=a
y
12 a
y
46=a
y
13
ay51=a
y
21Ebh ay52=ay22Ech ay53=ay23Ech
ay54=a
y
21 a
y
55=a
y
22 a
y
56=a
y
23
ay61=a
y
31Ebh ay62=ay32Ech ay63=ay33Ech
ay64=−a
y
31 a
y
65=−a
y
32 a
y
66=−a
y
33
(C1)
cyi i=1,6
cy1Ayn cy2Byn cy3Cyn (C2)
cy4Dyn cy5Eyn cy6Fyn
byi i=1,6
by1=2vnEb1−v2zngn +gnEc1 by2=2vnEb1−v
2
zn
gn
+gnEc1
by3=(−k 2s−2v2zn)Eb1+2v2znEc1 by4=2vnEbh1−v2zngn +gnEch1
by5=2vnEbh1−v2zngn +gnEch1 by6=(k 2s+2v2zn)Ebh1−2v2znEch1
(C3)
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with Eb1=e−ivny0, Ec1=e−igny0, vzn=√−k 2z−k 2n, Ebh=e−ivnh,
Ech=e−ignh, Ebh1=e−ivn|h−y0| and Ech1=e−ign|h−y0|.
Appendix D. Definition of (azij i=1,6; j=1,6), (czi
i=1,6) and (bzi i=1,6)
azij i=1,6; j=1,6
az11=−2 az12=1 az13=1
az14=−a
z
11Ebh az15=−az12Ech az16=−az13Ech
az21=−2k 2z az22=k 2z−g2n az23=−k 2n
az24=−a
z
21Ebh az25=−az22Ech az26=−az23Ech
az31=−k 2s
vn
+
2v2zn
vn
 az32=2gn az33=0
az34=a
z
31Ebh az35=az32Ech az36=0
az41=a
z
11Ebh az42=az12Ech az43=az13Ech
az44=−a
z
11 a
z
45=−a
z
12 a
z
46=−a
z
13
az51=a
z
21Ebh az52=az22Ech az53=az23Ech
az54=−a
z
21 a
z
55=−a
z
22 a
z
56=−a
z
23
az61=a
z
31Ebh az62=az32Ech az63=0
az64=a
z
31 a
z
65=a
z
32 a
z
66=0
(D1)
czi i=1,6
cz1Azn cz2Bzn cz3Czn (D2)
cz4Dzn cz5Ezn cz6Fzn
bzi i=1,6
bz1=2(−Eb1+Ec1) bz2=−2k 2zEb1+(k 2z−g2n−k 2n)Ec1
bz3=k 2s
vn
+
2v2zn
vn
Eb1−2gnEc1 bz4=−2(−Ebh1+Ech1)
bz5=2k 2zEbh1−(k 2z−g2n−k 2n)Ech1 bz6=k 2s
vn
+
2v2zn
vn
Ebh1−2gnEch1
(D3)
with Eb1=e−ivny0, Ec1=e−igny0, vzn=√−k 2z−k 2n, Ebh=e−ivnh,
Ech=e−ignh, Ebh1=e−ivn|h−y0| and Ech1=e−ign|h−y0|.
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